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An integrated genomic analysis reveals frequent genetic alterations in the spindle checkpoint
genes of the cell cycle in bladder cancer
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ladder cancer is one of the most common cancers worldwide with transitional cell carcinoma (TCC) being the predominant form.
Here, we report an integrated analysis of TCC by whole-genome, whole-exome, and transcriptome sequencing of 99 individuals
with TCC. Beyond confirming recurrent mutations in genes previously identified as mutated in TCC, we identified additional altered
genes and pathways that are implicated in TCC. Notably, we discovered frequent alterations in STAG2 and ESPL1, two genes involved
in the spindle checkpoint of the cell cycle. Furthermore, we also detected a recurrent fusion involving FGFR3 and TACC3, another
spindle checkpoint gene. To our knowledge, it is the first recurrent fusion that occurs in multiple types of solid tumors. Overall, 32
(32%) of the 99 tumors harbored genetic alterations in spindle checkpoint genes. Our analysis provides the first evidence that genetic
alterations affecting the spindle checkpoint could be involved in bladder tumorigenesis and implicates a novel therapeutic possibility
for bladder cancer.
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ro inflammatory enzymes (PLA2, COX and LOX) in related to arachidonic acid cascade are the best target for development of
drugs for inflammation and other diseases including cancer, Alzheimer etc. Over expression of COX and LOX have role in some
cancers especially prostate, pancreatic, colon cancers etc. COX and LOX dual inhibitors related are the best therapeutics for some
cancers including inflammation. Natural products containing wide structurally diverse chemical entities may serve as a source for
identification of new lead compounds. Borassus flabellifer plant parts have been reported for medicinal properties including antiinflammatory (Leaves shoot and male flowers), antimicrobial (shoot and seed coat), cyctotoxic (shoot), antioxidant (fruit, leaves
and seed coat), anticancer (seed coat), antidiabetic (fruit and root) and immunosuppressive (shoot) activities. In earlier, we reported
antimicrobial, anticancer and antioxidant activities of B. flabellifer seed coat. In present study, we carried out in vivo anti-inflammatory
and in vitro proinflammatory enzymes (PLA2, COX-1, COX-2 and 5-LOX) inhibitory studies of B. flabellifer seed coat extract were
performed and found good activity. Further isolation of active principle from B. flabellifer seed coat extract under progress.
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